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Introduction

The pulse-like nonlinear waves

are well known as the solitons, one

of which is the envelope soliton that

a pulse-like wave envelope behaves

like a particle. There are many

theoretical investigations for the

envelope solitons which can be des-

cribed by the nonlinear SchrSdinger

equation, while there are not so many

experimental investigations. Gene-

rally many plasma waves are stable

for the perturbed amplitude-modula-

tion.

The evolutions of envelope soli-

tons were observed in the ionization
1 2)

waves ' which were excited in the

positive column of He glow discharge.

In the present paper, we report the

propagation of envelope soliton of

the ionizaticn wave by numerically

solving from the basic equations un-

der a boundary condition.

tűre, H the electron energy loss,

and Zo the particle lifetime. As-

suming a constant X"» , the ioniza-

tion rate Z is expressed by

Z = т."'«*р Cv. (-Д." - т." У] о )
We can put V
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He glow discharge, where V^ is the

ionization potential and the suffix

0 corresponds to the steady-state

value. Linearizing eq.(3)> the fol-

lowing equations are deduced from

eqs.(1) and (2) as
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>? 1, we can put the right-

hand sides of eqs.(A) and (5) as

nearly zero,

Theoretical Procedures

Assuming the quasi-charge neu-

rality, we write the hydrodynamic

equations in the one-dimenticnal

system by the forms''',

where b. and b. are the mobilities ofл е

the ions and electrons, j the electron

current density, n the charge parti-

cle density, T the electron tempera-

where X s 4 . t « в .
The nonlinear dispersion rela-

tion including the effect of the wave

amplitude ф is generally given by

U/ж CO (*,№) , (Г>
where CO is the frequency and к the

wavenumber. N and T in eqs.(6) and

(7) are expanded by a forn as
4
*

where g and ct are the integers, t/
(
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is evaluated as the order of £ and

£ is a small parameter. Substitu-

ting eq.(9) into eqs.(6) and (7), and

including the terras up to ulj^', a

nonlinear dispersion relation is de-

duced as

If |ф(*= 0, a linear dispersion rela-

tion is obtained for the ionization

wave with the backward wave property.

The nonlinear Schr'ódinger equa-

tion is derived from eq.(iO) by neg-

lecting the imaginary term.

where T= ti j = ! •

velocity, P =

( **»/>/•/* ) . The

of eq.(11) is given

v t, the group

Q - -

soliton solution

by

where A is tho initial wave amplitude

and ipv the phase constant.

Numerical Calculation and Its Results

To solve eqs.(6) and (7} numeri-

cally under soicr; initail and boundary

condition;;, we assume

(l3>

j- T(L~

ill 371

where L is the total length of posi-

tive column. It the initial value of

N(0) is given with a required form,

the value of T(0) can be computed from

eqs.(6) and (7). The next value of

N(^t) can bo computod by using the

ahovo T(0), and then the value of T(

^t) can be evaluated by using H(dt),

We can calculate the time variation

of T and N by repoating the above

procedures, where wo taJce /3 t and A x

as 0.01 and 0.02 respectively. Typi-
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Fig.1 Propagation of a wave

packet (a) and an envelope aoliton

(b), whore к ?/.ilt , 1Ф1* -J.«M

cal patterns of a propagating wave

packet and an envelope soliton aro

shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b) rospecti-

vely, where к - 2/3;rCis used. The

nonlinear dispersion relation is

shown in Fig.2, whereof
1
 is tho para-
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Fig.2 Nonlinear dispersion rela-

ticn expressed in eq.(10), where (a)

corresponds to 1ф|= 0, (b) to l<£f*= 0.1,
and (c) tol<frl*= 0.2 respectively. Wfí
expresses the real part of CO and WI
the imaginary.

meter.

Discussion
The coefficients of the nonli-

near Schrödingor equation for к = 2/ЗЛ
and ф = 0.1 are evaluated from eq.

(10) as P = 0.109 and Q = 0.912 +

0.051 i. Then we can expect the

formation of envelope soliton, since

P<3 > 0.
When a suitable wave packet is

givon as the initial condition, the

wave packet expands its width accor-

ding to the linear theory, as is shown

in Fig.1 (1). On the other hand,

using the envelope soliton solution

of eq.(12) as the initial condition,

the envelope remains its initial wave

fern with a slightly damped. The

damping of the envelope soliton cor-

responds to including the imaginary

term in eq.(10). This can be ex-

pected by adding a imacinary tern,

which is assumed to be linearly pro-

portional to ф , to the right-hand

side of eq.(11).

Concluding Itemarks

The propagation of envelope soli-

tons is demonstrated by numerically

solving the basic equations descri-

bing the ionization wave. The enve-

lope soliton pattern remains its wave

form during propagation, while the

wave packet spreads.
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